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Title: A Comparison of Maternal Remarks to ~ormal and Language 
Delayed Children. 
APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THESIS COMMITTEE: 
Mfil"Y"E. ~don, Chairperson 
This investigation compared maternal remarks to language delayed 
off spring and maternal remarks to normal language developing off spring 
in an attempt to determine if and where differences occurred. The 
following questions were asked: 
1) Do' mothers of language delayed children present their children 
with a significantly different percentage of verbal constraints (qornmanqs 
and questions} than do mothers of normal language developing children in 
2 
a play situation? 
2) Do .mothers of· 18:ngll:age delayed'.children··present their children 
with an equal n~ber of utterances as.mothers of normal 18:ng~ge 
develop~ng children in.a.play situ~tion? 
3) ~s the maternal mean l~ngth of response· equal? 
4) Do mothers of 18:ngll:age delayed children present their children 
with a s_ignificantly different percent;age of types of remarks ·.:.than 
mothers of normal 18:ng~age develop~ng children? 
Mothers of twenty pre-school children·were chosen from Washington 
County Head Start (Oregon) to serve as subjects. The subjects were 
divided into two_ groups 'on the basis of langll:age skill level of their· 
children. The contro~ group was composed of ten mothers whose offspr~ng 
demonstrated lang~ge skills at _age ·level acc~rd~ng :to the.Utah·Test·of 
Language Development (UTLD) (Meacham,. Jex and Jones, 1967). The-experi-
menta~ group consisted of ten mothers whose offspr~ng demonstrated a 
minimum of six months delay in lang~age skills as measured by the UTLD. 
All children demonstrated 18:nguage skills between ·2 ·years, 6 months and 
. 3 years, 6 months. The mean chrono~ogi·cal ·_age .for offspri_ng in the 
contro~ group was 3 years, 0 months; mean _age for offspring in the ex-. 
perimenta~ group was 4 years, 3 months. All offspr~ng were matched for 
lang~age age equivalency. All families reported incomes at or below the 
poverty levei most recently established by the federa~ government. 
Maternal us.age of ·verbal constraints· (connnands and questions), 
number of utterances, mean l~ngth of response, echoics, expansions, 
labels, parallel talk, self talk, and other remarks were.compare~, us~ng 
two-tailed t-tests for independent means. The results indicate a statis-
tically significant difference exists.between the t~~ groups at the 0.05 
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level of probability for. parallel· talk and .self talk •. -.'Mothers of normal 
lB:ng~age develop~ng children· used a s.ignificantly' ~igher .perc~nt.age of 
parallel talk and. self talk than mothers of lB:ng~age del~ye_d children. 
No other· statistically· s.ignificant differences were found. 
In examin~ng the data.from this study, it was concluded: 
1) There was no statistically s_ignificant difference in .percent.age 
of verbal constraints used by mothers of lB:ngll:Clge. delayed and normal 
lB:ng~age develop~ng children. 
2) There w~s no statistically .s_ignificant difference in total 
number of utterances in a ten minute period. 
3) There was no statistically s_ignificant" difference iri .mean 
le_ngth of response, 
4) Mothers of normal lB:ng~ge develop~ng children.used a signifi-
cantly h:igher percent.age of parallel talk and self talk thari mothers of 
lB:ng~age delayed children • 
. Perhaps .results of this study indicate that.teach~ng parents paral-
lel talk and self talk may be-::·an::.effective remediation· tool· for· yo~ng 
lB:ng~age delayed children. 
I· 
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CHA,PTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT O~ PU~OSE 
Introduction 
' The beginnlng of language is one of the most remarkable develop-
ments of early childhood. The.child progresses rapidly from crying 
and randomly produced sounds to a communicative individual responding 
with words, phrases and sentences. This phenomenon has given rise to 
an abundance of research. 
Inquiries into this area have included emphasis on studying 
-
verbal input to the child in an attempt to determine the influence of 
the child's verbal environment on his acquisition of language. In 
recent years, the nature of adult to child verbal stimulation has been 
considered. The verbal models children receive from adults, especially 
parents, influence acquisition of language. Berry and Eisenson (1956) 
reported the home-atmosphere is an important factor in influencing 
i:a.nguag~· development. Moerk (1972) described the parents' role as 
teachers of language. Friedlander, Jacobs, Davis and Wetstone (1972) 
contended the environment must shape the development of a child's 
language. Moerk (1976) elaborated by stating that mothers use "a 
variety of specific techniques to instruct and correct their children 
during the process of first language acquisition". 
Research into the environment and parent-to-child language stim-
ulation has been a topic of much discussion in the literature. Varia-
tions in the environment and variations in the quantity and quality of 
parent-to-child stimulation is likely to affect the rate, course, and 
nature of l~ng~age acquisition. 
One such variable in langu_age development is maternal language to 
young children. The adequacy of a child's communication skills may be 
2 
a result of language patterns in the environment. A systematic analysis 
and comparison of maternal language directed at normal language develop-
ing children and language delayed children has the potential for provid-
ing a basis for remediation. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to analyze and compare the language 
used by mothers of language delayed children with the language used by 
mothers of children with normally developing language when talking with 
their respective offspr~ng. More specifically, maternal remarks were 
ca~egorized as follows: parallel talk, self-talk, commands, questions, 
expansions and modifications, repetitions and echoic remarks, and other 
remarks. The types of remarks were then compared between the two groups. 
The following questions were addressed: 
1) Do mothers of language delayed children present their children 
with a significantly different percentage of verbal constraints (commands 
and questions) than do mothers of normal langu~ge developing children in 
a play situation? 
2) Do mothers of language delayed children present their children 
with an equal number of utterances as mothers of normal language develop-
ing children? 
3) Is the maternal mean length of response equal? 
I 
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4) Do mothers of l~guage delayed children present their children 
with a significantly different percen~age of types of remarks than 
mothers of normal language developing children? 
Definition of Terms 
The follow~ng definitions were utilized for the purpose of this 
study. 
1) Connnand: The term command is a statement made as a directive, 
indicati?g an expected verbal or other response. 
Each such statement was credited as one command. For example, if 
the parent said: "Put the dog here. Put the dog in the box. Bring it 
here," three commands were credited. By contrast, "Can you put the dog 
here? Put it here," was credited with one command. 
2) Constraint: The term constraint as defined by Bayles (1974) 
refers to any event that interrupts the child's ongoing behavior, includ-
i.ng physical limitations, commands and questions. For the purpose of 
this study, a constraint refers to any verbal event that interrupts the 
child's ongo~ng behavior and includes questions and commands. 
3) Echoic: The term echoic refers to any verbal behavior that is 
controlled by verbal stimuli; this behavior is a response that generates 
a sound pattern similar to that of the stimulus (Skinner, 1957). 
Marshall, Hegrenes, and Goldstein (1973) followed Skinner's defini-
tion. The following is an example of an echoic: 
Parent: "Here is your blue truck." 
Child: "Blue truck" (echoic) 
For the purpose of this study, each statement was credited one 
instance of echoic remark. For example the followi.ng interaction was 
4 
credited one echoic: 
Child: "Poor man fall down." 
Parent: "Poor man fall down." (echoic} 
4) E)tpansion: The term expansion refers to use of a technique of 
buildi.ng upon, or addi.ng words, to a grammatically incomplete utterance 
to form ~ granunatically complete sentence while maintaining original word 
ordel:- (Brown and Bellugi, ·1964} • 
For the purpose of this study, each statement was credited one 
expansion. For example, the following interaction yielded two counts of 
expansions: 
Child: "~ggie" 
Parent: "That Is a ~ig dog. A nice I ~ig d.og is in the picture. II 
5) Intraverbal: The term intraverbal refers to any verbal behav-
ior controlled by stimuli that show no point to point correspondence 
with the verbal behavior (Skinner, 1957). 
Marshall, H.egrenes, and Goldstein (1973) followed Skinner's defini-
tion but clarified it by defining it as a verbal response controlled by 
verbal stimuli., but havi.ng no point-to-point correspondence with them. 
The following is an example of an intraverbal: 
Parent: "There might be an extra one." 
Child: "There aren't any more." (intraverbal} 
6} Label: The term label refers to an utterance that names an 
object or event. 
For the purpose of this study each such statement was credited one 
label. The followi.ng discourse yielded two instances of labels: 
Parent: "Oh, a car. Can you drive it? That's a Volks~ag·en car." 
.7) ·Language delayed: For the purpose of this study, the term 
5 
language delayed refers to the condition in which a child's l~nSU:age 
development is a minimum of six months below chronol.ogical .age as mea-
sured by the Utah Test of Language Development (Mecham, Jex and Jones, 
1967). 
8) Mand: The term mand is a verbal operant in which the response 
is reinforced by a characteris.tic consequence and is therefore under· 
the functional control of relevant conditions of deprivation or aversive 
stimulation. Mands are verbal behavior that specify consequences 
(Skinner, 1957). 
Marshall, H.egrenes and Goldstein (1973) include demands, commands, 
i.ng: 
"Come here." 
"Close the door." 
"What's this?" 
9) Modification: The term modification as defined by Seitz and 
Stewart (1975) refers to an utterance that amplifies and/or modifies a 
l· 
1 child's utterance. Modifications occur within three utterances of the 
child's utterance. They include comments resembling expansions and re-
ductions; they do not qualify as expansions, however, as they are not 
grammatically complete and/or correct. 
The following is an example of a modification: 
Child: "My car" 
Parent: "Your blue car" (modification) 
10) Parallel talk: The term parallel talk refers to a technique 
of talki_ng out loud about what someone else is doing, seeing, or feeling 
at the moment (Van Riper, 1972). 
I 
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Each statement was credited one instance of parallel talk. For 
example, the follow~ng interaction was credited· three instances of paral-
lel talk: 
Parent: "Oh-oh, the fr.og is stuck. Poor fr.og can't get out. 
OWie,.his l~g is hurt." 
11) · Question: The term question refers to any request or state-
·ment made with an upward questioni_ng inflection at the end. 
12) ·Reduction: The term reduction refers to an utterance which 
can be considered reduced imitations of utterances. Word order is. gener-
ally maintained, with some words omitted (Brown and Bellugi, 1964). 
13) Repetition:· The·term repetition refers to the instance where 
an individual echoes, or repeats exactly,· what was said just prior 
(Seitz and Stewart, 1975)~ 
14) ·Self talk: The term self talk refers to a technique of talk-
i.Iig out loud about what one is doi.ng, seei.ng, or f eeli.ng at the moment 
(Van ltiper, 1972). 
For the purpose of this study, each statement was credited one 
· instance of ·self talk. For example, the followi.ng discourse yielded 
four instances of self talk: 
Parent: "I'~ going to the store now. Bye-bye kids •. I'~ getting 
out of the car because it's so hot. Go~ng to the store to buy me a new 
dress.'' 
15) · ·Tact: The term· tact refers to a verbal operant in whi"c:~h a 
response o~ given form is evoked or str~ngthened by a particular object 
or event or property of an object or event (Skinner, 1957). 
Marshall, ~egrenes and Goldstein '(1973) included names, labels, or 
utterances that describe, as verbal responses to stimulus in this defini-
7 
tion. Examples of tacts include the followi.ng: 
Child: 11 A cup. That man. B.ig d.o.ggie. 11 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
How children acquire language has been an issue for debate for many 
years, with many pro~essions offering their viewpoint. Recent interest 
has dealt with studying_ verbal input ~o children to determine environ-
mental influences on language acquisition. 
Adult Language to Normal Children 
Various aspects of adult-to-child language have been researched. 
Brown and Bellugi (1964) studied mother-to-child verbal interaction. 
They found mothers' spee~h used with children differed from speech used 
with adults; in comparison, speech to children was simple, short, gram-
matically correct, imitative, and utilized expansion. Snow (1972) 
found similar results in a study with adult language to two year old and 
ten year old children·. She noted that mothers' speech to younger ch~ld-
ren was simpler and more redundant, with modifications in speech styles 
dependent to some degree upon the reaction of the child. 
Broen (1972) investigated the verbal environment of the language-
learning child, and found that mothers' speech used with eighteen to 
twenty-six month old children was slow, with well marked pauses at 
sentence boundaries. With this group of children, mothers tended to use 
a smaller vocabulary range than with children over forty-five months of 
age, and offered much repetition with no variations. Sentences generated 
by mothers were classified into two major categories: expansion of im-
9 
perative sentences and variations of "be" sentences, with "this, ~hat, 
it, there, or here". 
Philips (1971) compared adult-to-adult speech and adult-to-child 
speech.with children r~ngi?g in age from ~ight to twenty-eight months. 
Adult-to-adult speech was characterized ·by lo?ger utterances, more verbs 
per :utterance~ .more modifiers per utterance, .. a la.rger proportion of func-
tion words, more verb forms, and a smaller proportion of content words. 
Additionally, differences in syntax, vocrulary and intonation between. 
l~g~age addressed to adults and childre were noted. These differences 
ch~nged with the ~ge of the person addre 
Li.ng and Li.ng (1974) invest.igated extent to whiqh different 
modes of communication ·were used duri.ng · e first three ¥ears of life. 
In contrast to the previous authors, Li_n and Ling reported that neither 
quantity or type of maternal verbalization varied s.ignificantly with the 
.age· .of the child. Complex sentence ·forms were used by mothers with 
almost equal · frequency, r_egardless of the .age of the child. When address-
~ng £ourteen to twenty-four month old·ehildren, -mot~ers used -simple sen-
tences most frequently, followed by questions, si_ngle words, complex 
sentences, and phrases. With three year old children, 80 percent of 
materna'i utterances included comments or questions about objects or events 
in the immediate environment. Parental expansions were rare; only 10 
in 413 utterances were noted in maternal interactions with fourteen month 
old to three year old children. 
Most research describes mother-child interactions. Giattino and 
~ogan.(1975), however, an~ly~ed the speech of one middle class father 
with his lan~age l~arning child. Similarities were noted between the 
types of sentences generated by the adult male and female adults. Declar-
10 
ative sentences were most common, followed by questions~ repetitions, 
exclamatory sentences, commands, grammatically incomplete sentences, and 
completion sen~ences. Imitations and expansions were rarely noted, a 
feature that contrasts with some reports of maternal utterances to yoll?g 
children. 
In spite of differences, however, the literature indicates that 
adults do seem to adopt a characteristic sentence pattern and a style of 
speech as they talk to la:ngu_age learni.ng children. La:ngu_age used with 
children dur~ng the period in which they develop basic l~g~age skills 
is specialized and not representative of the l~g~age adults generally 
use amo_ng themselves. · 
Types of Remarks 
Various authors have described the types of utterances adults make 
to children learni_ng la_nguage. Brown and Bell_ugi (1964} recorded data 
on a mother and her normally developing e_ighteen month old d~ughter and 
on a mother and her normally developing ·thirty-six month old son over a 
one year period of time. They described parent-child verbal interaction 
as a cycle of reductions and expansions for both parent-child combinations. 
Maternal utterances were characterized as expansions of children's utter-
ances. They reported expansions accounted for 30 percent of maternal 
utterances. Word order was maintained,· but incomplete utterances were 
expanded to include omitted words, usually functors, to make grammatical-
,. ly complete sentences appropriate ·to the circumstance. Children's utter-
' ances paralleled maternal models, with some words omitted. Words re-
~ 
I tained generally were limited to nouns, verbs and adjectives. 
) Seitz and Stewart (°1975) invest_igated mother-child verbal inter~ 
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actions usi?g tw~ groups, with mean·children•s ~ges of 22.7 months and 
55. 6 months. ·Except for modi.fications, no s~gnificant differences in 
frequency of types of utterances w~re noted between the. groups. · Fifty-
three percent of utterances·used by mothers were statements; questions 
comprised 33 percent; and 8 percent were aff~rmatives or n~gatives. The 
mean percentage for modifications used by mothers of two year old children 
was 5.3, as compared to 1.8 percent for mothers of the olde~ group. 
Mothers· of two year olds used exact repetitions i~ 3.6 percent of the 
utterances in contrast to mothers of older sibli.ngs whose repetitions 
comprised 1.1 percent. 
Reichle, Lo.nghurst 'and Stepanich (-1976) described some interactions 
used· in mother-child verbal communication for mothers of ·two year olds 
and mothers of three year olds. · They found no s.ignif icant difference 
·between-the mean number of utterances for the two groups. No difference 
between th~ ·groups was noted for percentage of expansions, simple model-
~ng, and direct imitation. Mothers of three year olds used a higher 
percent.a_ge of modeled questions. 
Malouf and Dodd .. (1972) studied the iinportance of exposure, imita-
tion and expansion.on the acquisition of~ grammatical rule. They demon-
strated one of three learni.ng conditions to e.ighty-four ·first grade child:-
ren. These conditions included: 1) exposure, in which the subject was 
exposed to figures and recorded sentences, ·but made no overt responses 
to train~ng trials, 2) imitation, in which the subject was exposed to a 
f~gure and recorded sentences and asked to describe the ~igure orally, 
and 3) e?tpansion, in which the subject was shown the ~igure and asked to 
describe it, followed by a presentation of the recorded sentences. Re-
sults showed imitation and expansion were more effective in teachi.ng new 
12 
granunatical constructs than exposure. Additionally, they found no s.igni-
ficant differences in the effectiveness of either the imitation or expan-
sion method. 
Cazden '(1969) experimented with three conditions in treating 
l~gu~ge·delayed. children. ·The first group received intensive, deliberate 
expansions of utterances~ The second group received models of an equal 
number of utterances, des.igned deliberately to be stimuli other than 
expansions. ·The ~hir~ group acted as a contro~ group, and received no 
stimulation. Results indicated that modeli?g was a more effective tool 
than expand~ng~ · Cazden explains why this may be so: 
The surprising finding that expansions did not ~elp as mµch 
as modeling suggests that richness of verbal stimulation may 
be a more. cri.t.ical feature of the child• s la.n9'll:age environment 
than is the direct conti?gence of the adult's response. Ex-
pansions are by definition conti.ngent on the child's speech in 
context, .. as well as timing. To the extent they are pure expan-
sions, just fill~ng in the child's utterance to make the near-
est complete sentence, they have less variety.of vocabulary 
an~ grammatical patterns than the.adult non-expanded speech. 
The suggestion that the richness-impoverishment dimension is 
er i ti·c·al thus. gains support. 
Parental Use of Verbal Constraints · 
Results of some studies of parent-child interaction have focused 
·on parental us.age of verbal constraints with offspri!lg, notably use of 
commands and· questions. ;In a comparison of mother-child interactions 
between normal and developmentally delaye~ groups, Terdal, Jackson and 
Garner {1976) found s.ignificant differences in reference to response pat-
terns of children to parental initiations. Measurements were taken in 
both free play and structured task situations. Delayed subjects were 
divided into·low mental"age 1 mid-mental .age and ~igh mental .age. groups. 
Divisions by chrono~ogical .age were made for normally develop~ng groups. 
I 
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In free play si~uations, the low mental ~g~ group responded to maternal 
interaction 49 percent of the time. Little difference was found between 
the mid-mental ~ge ·(81 percent) and the ~igh mental _age (80 percent) 
groups. This contrasts to consistently ~igh levels of mother-child 
interactions of 86 percent to 90 percent am~ng th~ groups of normal 
chil~ren. In the task situation, parents were asked to have the child 
complete a series of specified tasks. For the low mental ag~ group, 
nearly 70 percent of all behaviors emitted by mothers were connnands. 
The percen~ages were 30 percent and 35 percent for the mid-mental ~ge 
and h_igh mental ·_age_ groups. This contrasts :with 37 percent for the two 
to four year·ol~ group, 26 percent for the four to seven year ol~ group, 
and 31 percent for the six to e_ight year old_ group. 
Marshall, ~egrenes, and Goldstein (1973) found similar results 
and differences between maternal-child v~rbal interactions of twenty 
mothers with retarded offspri_ng and twenty mothers with normal off spri_ng. 
Data were ~ollected on frequency of four verbal operants: mands, tacts, 
intraverbals, and echoic responses. Non-retarded children used tacts, 
mands, and intraverbals wit~ greater frequency than retarded children. 
Retarded children echoed more frequently. Maternal usage of tacts, in-
traverbals and echoics were similar; however, mothers· of retarded 
children used ~ greater frequency of mands. 
Wulbert, Inglis, Kriegsmann, and Mills (1975) researched home 
environments and mother-child interactions.of twenty la?gu~ge delayed 
pre-schoolers and a matched control. group of normal pre-school children, 
usi_ng the Caldwell Inventory of Home Stimulation. Twenty pre-school 
children with Down's Synqrome were included as a second control group to 
isolate the effects of maternal reactions to handicapped children. 
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Children were distributed across all socio-economic strata. Results 
indicated the l~gu_age delaye~ group had s.ignificantly lower scores in 
five of six ca~egories measured by the Caldwell. Greatest differences 
were found in the emotional and verbal responsiveness of the mother, 
followed by avoidance of restriction and punishment. The authors report 
that altho~gh children from both groups were observed to behave in ways 
that displeased their mothers, mothers of normal childre~ generally tried 
to reason with the child. In contrast, mothe~s of l~nguage delayed 
children tended to shout, threaten, and spank the child. There also was 
~ignificant difference in maternal involvement with the child. There 
was little difference between Caldwell scores of parents of normal child-
ren and parents of children with Down's Syndrome, suggesting that mothers 
may not necessarily behave differently towards developmentally different 
children, but that maternal interaction may affect both the child's 
cognitive development and how he uses lan9"U:age. 
Methods of Clinical Intervention 
Seitz and Hoekenga (1974) entertained the hypothesis that the use 
of model~ng procedures would change parent-child interaction patterns, 
resulting in increased verbal interactions. They expe~imented with 
four mentally retarded subjects in a clinical train~ng program in which 
parents observed and described clinician-child interactions before re-
plac~ng the clinician. All four children increased their mean length 
of response. Three children increased the number of uttera~ces. The 
authors conclu<:E~that parents' verbal behavior ch~ged in different ways, 
accommodat~ng to individual children, but increas~ng overall interaction; 
these ch~nges were learned through observing the clinician-child inter-
action. Changes were characterized by an increase in positive parental 
responsiveness and a decrease in parental directiveness. 
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Sietz and Ried~l (1974) targeted an increase in parent-child 
interactions as a l~nguage treatment goal in treating a severely retarded 
four year old female. Parents observed and described interactions 
between clinicians and the child for approximately six sessions before 
they practiced the behaviors modeled. Results reco~ded immediately 
after treatment demonstrated changes in the desired direction, i.e., 
increased parent-child interactions. Moreover, parental responses 
appeared to be more positive, with increases in praise and use ?f com-
mands to instruct in how to complete an activity, rather than switching 
activities. 
Seitz's premise in both these studies was the notion that con-
straints, in the form of a high rate of parental commands, do not result 
in a high rate of compliance. Accordingly, parents were trained by 
observing various clinician-child interactions designed to facilitate 
communication by allowing the c~ild to direct activities, commenti?g 
on the child's activities, while avoiding questions and commands. These 
observations were discussed. The parent was never directed on what to 
do, but chose behaviors she observed. General findi?gs indicate that 
mothers tended to decrease frequency of questions and commands, or modi-
fied them to follow the lead of their child's pl~y, while increasi~g 
frequency of comments. The majority of children demonstrated increases 
in number of utterances and mean length of response. 
Impaired Feedback and Use of ·constraints 
Several authors have entertained the hypothesis that the language 
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delayed child•s feedback to parents influences use of parental con~traints. 
As parent-child verbal communication may be viewed as a dyadic process, 
data must·be reviewed with this consideration~ 
Terdal, Jackson and Garner ·(1976) interpreted the incidence of 
increased comma.ndi.ng 'by ·parents of developmentally delayed children as 
an occurrence of parental response to inadequate responses from their 
children by· incr.easi.ng structure. They hypothesized that because develop-
mentally delayed children give parents fewer cues as to how to adapt 
l~gll:age, p~rents respc)nd by increasi.ng structure. 
Marshall, H.e~enes and Goldstein .(1973) accounted for a ~igh fre-
quency of mand~ng by parents ·of retarded children by sll:ggesting retarded 
children ·may require more external control by the parent, exercised in 
the form of mandi~g. They theorized that eventually, as this becomes a 
habitual· response. generalizi_ng to. play situations, other forms of verbal 
·interactions (tacts, intraverbals, and echoic responses) are extinguished 
by the child' s ve.rbal deficits, leavi.ng the parent with manding as a 
habitual response. In addition, the child may respond to maternal mands 
motorically, reinforci_ng parental mandi.ng. · 
Seitz and Stewart (1975) agree that certain aspects of the child's 
l~gu.age may ·influence maternal sentence le.ngth by eliciting certain 
types of utterances. Maternal mean l~ngth of .utterance correlated with 
frequency of younger children's elicited utterances, indicating that 
mothers may be. g~ugi_ng the yoll?g child's understandi.ng of la.nguage by 
his ~esponsiveness to their questions. They explained that the pattern 
of results sll:ggests that as children become more proficient at speak~ng 
for themselves, mothers expand proportionately fewer utterances. 
Cunni.ngham and Reuler (unpublished, 1977) coded and analyzed 
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verbal interactions of twenty normal and twe~ty mild to moderately 
retarded children and their mothers. The Developmental Sentence Scori.ng 
procedure yielded ·a description of li.nguistic and. grannnatical character-
istics of interactive speech. Mothers of the retarde~ group spoke at a 
s.ignificantly h:igher l~g~age: level than mothers of normal .children. 
This was associated with· less frequent compliance.to maternal directives, 
fewer appropriate responses to interactions and questions, and h:igher 
levels ·of independent· play in the retarded. group. The authors s.~ggested 
results indicate retarded· children provide insufficient behavioral and 
verbal· feedback for the app~opriate adjustment of maternal l~ngu~ge 
complexity. 
Seitz and Marcus (1976) reported that normally developi.ng children 
develop skills at a predictable rate .and provide parents with consistent 
cues as to their level of comprehension.· Seitz and Marcus elaborate: 
When children do not develop nmnnal.ly, they may present 
confusing c·ues and. reduced responsiveness to their parents. 
Impaired and confusing feedback from retarded children has 
been shown to produce parental uncertainty which is express-
ed by a ~igh rate of ·ineffic"ient commandi.ng and intrusive-
ness. 
'.I'he directionality· of this feedback has not been firmly established 
in reports· reviewed. It was not determined whether findi.ngs indicated 
a situation where lowered responsiveness to commands results in a higher 
frequency of constraints, or whether a high frequency of verbal con-
strain ts results in reduced compliance. By describi.ng the types of 
lan~age mothers present to their l~g11:21ge delayed children, and com-
pari.ng findi.ngs to types of l~nguage mothers present to normally develop-
i.ng children, a basis for intervention strat.egy and further research 
~egard~ng optimum l~ngu~ge stimulation for the yoll?g langu~ge delayed 
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child can be established. · 
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CHA.i:>TER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Subjects 
The subjects utilized in this study consisted of twenty mothers 
and their natural offspr~ng. The experimenta~ group consisted of ten 
mothers and their langu~ge delayed children; children were considered 
l~ng~age delayed if at least six months delayed, with a l~ngu~ge ~ge of 
between 30 and ·42 months •. Chrono~ogical ~ge for children in the experi-
menta~ group .r~nged from 3 years, 4 months to 4 years, 11 months, with a 
mean .age of 4 years, 3 m~nths. The experimenta~ group included 6 males 
and 4 females. (Appendix A) These children were selected from the 
Washi.ngton County Head Start J?opulation in O~.egon. 
The control group consisted of ten ·mothers and their normal lan-
<.JU:age develop~ng children; these children had a l~ng~age .age of between 
30 months and 42 months. Chronol.ogical _age for children r~nged from 
2 years,·7 months to 3 years, 7 months, with a·mean ~ge of 3 years, 
0 months. These children were sibl~ngs of children enrolled in Washing-
ton County Head Start. The contro~ group included 6 males and 4 females 
(Appendix·A). All families reporte~ gross annual incomes refl~ct~n~ 
placement at or below the poverty line most recently established by the 
federa~ government (Appendix B). 
Children in the contra~ group were matched with children in the 
. t 1 f 1 . h' + h exper:unen a . group or Zi:ngu.age _age to wit ~n -2 mont s • All children 
were monol~ngual. Each mother was j~dged to be proficient in the use of 
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American ~glish; each mother's hear~ng was also j~dged to be adequate 
for conversation. These judgements were made by this investigator 
during a brief conversational interaction before each mother's partici-
pation. Children with physical and/or previously identified mental 
handicaps were excluded. All children demonstrated heari.ng w:j.tl)in nor-
mal limits at the time the parent-child interaction was conducted, as 
measured by standard audiometric screeni.ng procedures at 20 dB from 500 
Hz thro~gh 6000 Hz bilaterally. 
Instrumentation 
The Utah Test of Language Development (Mecham, Jex and Jones, 
1967), a receptive and expressive langu.age instrument, was used to eval-
uate the la.ng~age age of each child. This instrument provides an over-
all indication of la.nguage skills by assigni.ng a ~a.nguage .age equival-
ency to the total score. La?~age age equivalents are provided for 
children r~nging in age from 0 years, 9 months to 16 years, 0 months. 
All children scored a l~gu.age .age between 30 and 42 months. 
The Parent-Cqild Interaction Scoresheet, developed at the Portland 
Center for Hearing and Speech, is an enumerative device for measurement 
of parental interactive remarks to offspri.ng. A modification of this 
scoresheet was used to code and analyze maternal remarks into the 
following categories: parallel talk, self talk, commands, questions, 
labels, expansions, echoics, and other remarks (Appendix C). 
All interactions were recorded by a portable Bell and Howell 
cassette tape recorder, Model 2081 B, equipped with a condenser micro-
phone. 
A portable Beltone audiometer, model lOD, was used to screen 
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children's hearing. 
Procedures for Describing Remarks 
After completion of each day's sessions, transcripts of maternal 
remarks from 15 minute recordings were prepared by the investigator. 
Only.·the· last 10 minutes were transcribed to allow the subjects a warm-
up-period. All remarks of the child and unintelligible remarks by 
the mother were excluded from all tallies. 
Procedures 
Each mother· spent 15 minutes with her child. This interaction 
period was recorded on cassette tape. The last 10 minutes of this inter-
action was transcribed by the investigator. Each mothe~ was instru~ted 
to play with and talk with her child just as she would at home. Each 
mother was informed that the purpose of the study was to observe and 
record speech and language of various aged.children and their mothers. 
Additionally, each was told her remarks would be compared with remarks 
of other mothers.with children of different ages, and that these remarks 
would be analyzed. A verbatim transcript of information and instruction 
given to each parent is contained in Appendix D~ 
The sessions were conducted in a carpeted room, with only the 
child and parent present in the room. A Bell and Howell recorder model 
2081 D was placed in the room out of the child's vision to.record the 
sessions. To aid the mother-child interaction, a set of toys was pro-
vided for subjects to use at their discretion. Six different toys were 
provided. 
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Scoring and Data Analysis 
Maternal remarks were transcribed and categorized for both the 
experi~ental and control groups. The following procedures were used in 
describing maternal remarks. 
1) Percentage of verbal constraints was calculated by dividing 
all maternal connnands and questions by.the total number ~f ~e~rks" 
made by the mother. 
2) Number of utterances was calculated by swmnation of all re-
marks made to child. Protocol for counting utterances was adapted from 
Lee's (1974) method for sentence analysis {Appe~dix E). 
3) Mean length of response was calculated by determining' the 
mean number of words per utterance; total number o~ words was divided 
by total number of utterances. Protocol for counting words followed 
Johnson, Darley, and Spriesterbach's (1963) method for computing Mean 
Le.ngth of Response (Appendix F) • 
4) Percentage of remarks per category was calculated by dividing 
remarks in each ca~egory by total number of remarks. 
The mean and standard deviation of the per~entage of verbal con-
straints was calculated for both groups to com~are maternal remarks. 
The two-tailed t-test for independent means was used to determine the 
degree of difference in remarks between the two g~oups. All.t-values 
were compared with the 0.05 level of probability. The same test and 
data analysis were performed for the f ollowi.ng comparisons: 
1) A comparison of number of utterances 
2) A comparison of mean length of res~onse 
3) A comparison of percentage of echoics 
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4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
A comparison of 
A comparison of 
A comparison of 
A comparison· of 
A comparison of 
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percen"t:age of expansions 
percent.age of parallel talk remarks 
percen~age of self talk remarks 
percen"t:age of labels, and 
percent.age of other remarks. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
RESULTS 
This study was conducted to determine if mothers of l~gu~ge 
delayed children speak.differently to their offspr~ng than mothers of 
children with normally develop~ng la?gu~ge skills. Parental remarks to 
··offspri?g :were compared for two_ groups of mothers: a control group 
whose offspri?g demonstrated la.ngu_age ski-lls at age level and an experi-
mental group whose offspri_ng demonstrated a minimum of six months delay 
behind their chrono~ogical ~ge. Offspr~ng of the experimental gr~up were 
matched to offspri_ng of the control_ group for la.ngu.age .age equivalency. 
The first question asked was: Do mothers of. l~ng~age delayed 
children present their children with a s.ignificantly different percent-
.age of verbal constraints than do mothers of n9rmal l~ng~age developi_ng 
children in a play situation? The percen~~ge of maternal remarks cate-
gorized as commands and questions were compared for the two_ grou~s re-.. '. 
sulting in at-value of 1.99 (d.f.=19). Alth~ugh the experimental 
group presented their offspri?g with a greater percen~age of verbal con-
straints when compared to the control. group, a statistically s.ignifi-
cant difference was not shown at the 0.05 level of probability (Table ·I). 
The two categories of questions and commands were independently 
analyzed. In comparing the use of questions between the tw~ groups, a 
t-value of 0.64 (d.f ."=19) was obtained, indicati?g no statistically 
s_ignificant difference. For commands, ·at-value of 2.07 (d.f.=19) was 
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TABLE I 
t-VALUES ·.FOR CATEGORIES OF MATERNAL REMARKS 
Remark Ca t_eg_ory t d.f. p 
Verbal Constraints 1.99 19 ::> .05 
Questions 0.64 19 ::> .OS 
Commands 2.07 19 ::> .OS 
Echoics ..:.LSS 19 ::> .OS 
Expansions 0.88 19 ::> .05 
Labels 0.44 19 ::> .OS 
Other 0.71 19 ::> .05 
Parallel Talk -2.34 19 < .OS * 
Self Talk 2.44 19 < .05 * 
* . s_ignificant at • 05 level 
obtained; this value trends toward significance altho:ugh it is not. s_ig-
·nificant at the 0.05 level of probability. Mothers of nornial langu~ge 
develop~ng children conunanded less than mothers of language delayed 
children. 
The second question asked was: Do mothers of langu~ge delayed 
children present their children with an equal number of utterances as 
mothers of normal lel?~age developi_ng children in a play si tua ti on? 
Mothers comprisi_ng the control_ group made more remarks to their off spri_ng 
than mothers comprisi_ng the experimental_ group (Table II) • The t-value 
of -0. 69 demons'trated this difference is not s_ignificant at the 0. OS 
level of probability. 
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The third question asked . was: . Is the maternal mean le.ngth of 
utterance equal? A comparison between·the experimental and control mean 
Group 
Control (N=lO) 
Experimental 
* NS 
TABLE II 
'MEAN~ STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t VALUES 
FOR NUMBER OF UTTERANCES 
Mean S.D. 
114.30 51.68. 
(N=lO) 98.00 53.31 
t-Value 
-0.69 * 
le?gth of utterance revealed no statistical difference (Table ·III). The 
t~value of -0.54 {d.f .=19) was considerably above the 0.05 level of 
s.ignif icance. 
Group 
Control (N=lO) 
TABLE III 
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND t-VALUES 
MEAN LENGTH OF UTTERANCE 
Mean · S.D. 
3. 72 .66 
Experimental (N=lO) 3.52 .91 
* NS 
t-Value 
-0.54 * 
The fourth question asked was: Do mothers of l~nguage delayed 
children present their children with a ~ignificantly different percen~age 
of types of remarks than mothers of normal l~ng~age developing children? 
When all ca"t::egories were analyzed, t-tests revealed s_ignificance beyond 
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the. O ..:os level of confidence in two of the e_ight ca~egories (Table I) • 
At-value. of.··-2.·3:4. (d.f.=l~) was found for the percent_age of parallel 
talk used. Control_ group mothers used parallel talk s_ignificantly more 
G>ften than mothers of la_ngll:age delayed children (Table IV) • S_ignificance 
was shown in t~e ca~egory of self talk (t-~alue=2.44; d.f.=19). The 
mean scores shown in Table IV demonstrate the control group mothers used 
·more self talk than mothers of la_ngu_age delayed children. 
TABLE IV 
C0MPARISON OF MEAN PERCENTAGES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL REMARK CATEGORIES 
Remark Cat_egory Experimental Control 
mean S.D. mean S.D. 
Verbal Constraints 54.70% 15.21. 42.50% 11.92 
Questions 38.80% .14.87 .34.60% 14.33 
Commands 15.90% 1·1.08 7.80% 5.43 
Echoics 2.70% 2.98 5.10% 3.87 
Expansions 1.70% 1. 76 2.70% 3.09 
Labels 6.00% 7.18 4.90% 3.21 
Other 23.00% 8.98 20.40% 7.12 
Parallel Talk 10.20% 8.21 20.40% 11.00 
Self Talk 1.60% 1. 71 4.00% 2.58 
These results i~dicate no statistically ~ignificant differences 
exists between remarks made _by.mothers of l~n9'll:age delayed children and 
mothers of· normal la._n~ge develop~ng children in any of the follow~ng 
areas: percent.age of verbal constraints, number of utterances, mean 
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le.ngth of response, or us.age of expansions, echoics, or labels. Results 
do indicate, however, the existance of a statistically s.ignificant 
difference between the two groups in maternal us.age of parallel talk 
and self talk. Mothers of normal la_ngu_age developi_ng offspri_ng used a 
greater amount of parallel talk and self talk. 
DISCUSSION 
This inves~igation sought to answer four questions relative to 
differences in maternal remarks made to language delayed off spring and 
normal la_ngu_age developi_ng offspri_ng. The first concern of this study 
was with the us_age of verbal constraints by mothers of langu_age delayed 
children compared with mothers of normal lang~age developing children. 
Alth~ugh the difference in mean percentage of questions posed was not 
s.ignificant, six of the ten· mothers in the experimental_ group used more 
questions than their matched control (Table V). It is the subjective 
impression of this investigator that questions (defined for the purpose 
of this study as any statement or request made with an upward inflection 
-at the end of the utterance) do not always serve as verbal constraints. 
In many instances, questions were used as a means for the child to demon-
strate knowle~ge, as a mild form of teasi_ng, or as truly requesting 
permission. 
To this inves~igator, there appeared to be a qualitative difference 
in the manner in which questions were posed. For example, aski_ng the 
child, "What is this?" five times consecutively / each time with increasi_ng 
pitch and volume seemed to be constraini_ng; questions as "Is it a baby?", 
"Can I_ guess?", "Where is it?", "Is he happy?'', and "What made that 
funny noise?" did not appear to be constraini.ng. ~egardless of vocal 
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characteristics, such as.volume, pitch and speed (which may act as 
constraints, or remove constraini.ng qualities) , both pass.ages were 
scored as five questions. 
Subjects 
Experimental 1 
Control 1 
Experimental 2 
Control 2 
Experimental 3 
Control 3 
Experimental 4 
Control 4 
Experimental 5 
Control 5 
Experimental 6 
Control 6 
Experimental 7 
Control 7 
Experimental 8 
Control;8 
Experimental 9 
Control 9 
Experimental 10 
Control 10 
TABLE V 
A COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
. MOTHERS' USE OF VERBAL CONSTRAINTS 
Percent.age of 
Verbal Constraints 
75 
33 
53 
33 
40 
27 
59 
31 
71 
57 
46 
60 
43 
52 
60 
37 
71 
52 
29 
43 
Percentage of 
Questions 
57 
21 
37 
26 
20 
17 
56 
25 
47 
53 
41 
49 
29 
49 
20 
30 
56 
52 
25 
24 
Percentage of 
Commands 
19 
12 
15 
7 
20 
10 
3 
5 
24 
4 
5 
11 
14 
3 
40 
7 
15 
0 
4 
19 
This inves~igator believes that, alth~ugh the data on questions 
do not reflect differences between the control and experimenta~ groups, 
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some differences.do exist •. Inspection of the transcripts of the verbal 
interactions indicates that alth~ugh not every parent in the experimental 
group used questions ·in· a verbally constraini.ng manner, no mother in the 
contra~ group used questions in this manner. 
In the area of commands, seven of ten mothers in the experimental 
group used-~ greater percen~age of commands than their matched control 
·(Table· V) • A comparison of the mean percen~age of commands used reveals 
a difference of a.1o·percent (Table IV). Altho~g~ not statistically 
s_ignificant, this difference approaches s_ignificance and ten~s to support 
Marshall, H.egrenes and Goldstein (1973) and Terdal, Jackson and Garner 
· (1976) who found mothe:z::s of ·1a_n~age· delayed· children present s_ignifi-
cannly more commands than mothers of normal children. Marshall, Hegrenes 
and Goldstein reported mothers of retarded children use mands more fre-
quently than mothers of normal children.. One factor which may explain 
why these authors found s_ignificance when this inves~igator did not may 
·be that different populations were compared. ·Marshall, ~egrenes and 
Goldstein . compared normal and retarded children·; off.spring in this in-
vest_igation were not considered mentally retarded. 
When consideri_ng reports from Terdall, Jackson and Garner (1976) 
that mothers of low developmentally delayed children manded (commanded 
and questioned) 70 percent of the time; ~others of l~g~age delayed 
children in this study presented fewer commands and questions (54.7 
percent). Conversely, mothers of·hormal children in· th1s inves~igation 
presented more commands_and questions -(42.5 percent) than did the sample 
in the Terdal, Jackson and Garner study, who reported a command rate of 
37 percent for mothers of nonnal offspr~ng. The differences in percent-
~ges reporte~ may be explained by the fact that Terdal, Jackson and 
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Garner's data was taken· in a structured task situation in which mothers 
and children completed specified tasks; this inves~igation was conducted 
in a free play situation.· · Terdal, Jackson and Garner also included a 
·wider ~ge ra._nge in their invest~gation, which may have accounted for 
; 
! . greater or lesser la._nguage comprehension skills. 
The second area invest_igated compared the number of utterances 
spoken in the ten minute sample by mothers of la._n<JU:age delayed children 
and normal lang~age develop~ng children. A comparison of the difference 
between the mean number of utterances for the two groups reveals the 
control group used an aver.age ·of 16. 30 more utterances than the experi-
menta~ group in this ten minute sample. Intragroup examination revealed 
no pattern of differences as a result of differences in la._nguage or 
chronol.ogical .age (Table VI). Altho.ugh results of this question are not 
statistically s.ignificant, this limited observation tends ·to support 
L:.t.ng and Li.ng (1974) and Reichle, i..o.nghurst and Stepanich (1976). Li.ng· 
a~d Li?g reported that quantity of maternal verbalizations does not vary 
s.ignificantly. with the .age of the child. Reichle, Lo.nghurst and Stepanich 
fo'lind no s.ignificant difference between the maternal mean number of ut-
terances to children of different ages. 
This question was posed to further examine some authors' beliefs 
that parents of delayed children experience greate~ frustration when 
communicati.ng with their children than parents of normal children (Seitz 
and Marcus, 1976}. The underlyi?g premise of these authors is that if 
parents of delayed children use ~ore utterances, it may be manifested in 
more commands or directives, a notion.~~ggested by Terdal, Jackson and 
Garner (1976) and Marshall, ~egrenes and Goldstein (1973). If on the 
other hand, they use s_ignificantly fewer utterances, the frustration may 
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be manifested in a lack of ver.bal communication. 
Alth~ugh neither of these hypotheses were supported by the results 
Subjects 
Expe;rim~ntal 
Control 1 
Experimental 
Control 2 
Experimental 
Control 3 
Experimental 
Control 4 
Experimental 
Control 5 
Experimental 
Control 6 
Experimental 
Control 7 
Experimental 
Control 8 
Experimental 
Control 9 
Experimental 
Control 10 
TABLE VI 
A COMPARISON OF MATCHED SUBJECTS' NUMBER OF 
UTTERANCES AND . MEAN LENGTH OF RESP.ONSE (ML.R) 
Number of 
Responses 
1 lJ,.8 
151 
2 142 
193 
3 40 
120 
4 174 
96 
5 93 
53 
6 147 
80 
7 58 
202 
8 5 
101 
9 128 
73 
10 75 
74 
MLR 
3.27 
3.74 
4.80 
4.37 
3.05 
3.40 
2.60 
5.10 
4.78 
2.88 
3.74 
3.12 
2.51 
3.77 
2.60 
4.04 
4.64 
3.71 
3.30 
3.12 
of this study, it is interest~ng to note that two parents in the experi-
mental group used a considerably smaller number of utterances to their 
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children than other parents in either group; one was credited with a 
total of five u~terances ·in the ten minute sample and another was credit-
ed with forty in comparison to the. ·group .mean of' 98.00 .(Table VI). These 
two parents'had little to say to their.offspri~g; what was said appeared 
to offer little l~ng~age stimulation. The mother who made 40 utterances 
to her chi·ld did not make· s_ignif icantly fewer utterances than some of the 
other mothers •. -·w11at was different was the nature of her· remarks. Most 
remarks were classified in the "other" cat_egory, and were composed of 
the followi?g:. "Oh mY: goodness, 11 "Oh my;;·~-' "Goodness gracious me", "Oh 
my yes", "Oh -me, oh my"·, and other remarks which provide little 1C1:11g~age 
information. Remarks of these two mothers may be interpreted as a lack 
of knowle_dge r_egardi_ng l~guage needs of children and/or frustration 
resulti_ng in little verb~l communication. 
The third concern compared the mean length of.response between 
mothers of la_nguage delayed children and mothers of normal l~ng~age 
developi_ng children. Altho_ugh no s_ignificant difference was found be-
tween the_ groups for mean le_ngth of response, a comparison reveals the 
I· control group used·o.20 more wOrds per response than the experimental 
group. This result does not support findi?gs by Philips (1971) who re-
ports le?gth of response increases with the ~ge of the person addressed. 
Most authors addressi_ng· mean le_ngth of response compared differ-
ences between MLR spoken to adults and MLR spoken to children, rather than 
MLR spoken to children at various ages (Brown and Bel~ugi, 1964; Snow, 
1972). In other words, rather than compa~i_ng adult mean le_ngth of re-
sponse to children of various ~ges, as this study did, other authors have 
compared mean le_ngth of response to adults with .mean . le_ngth of response 
spoken to children. This study neither supports or offers contrary 
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evidence to these inves~igations. 
The fourth concern inves~igated compared different types of remarks 
made by mothers of normal l~n9"ll:age develop~ng and l~ng~age delayed 
children. The first type of remark analyzed was maternal us~ge of 
questions. Mothers in the experimenta~ group used 38.80 percent of their 
remarks as questions; contro~ group·mothers used 34.60 percent. Although 
the difference is not statistically significant, it does somewhat paral-
lel data reported by Seitz and Stewart (1975) who report questions com-
prised 33 percent of maternal utterances to children 22.7 months and 
55.6 months old. This figure is slightly lower than data reported in 
this study. Li.ng and Li_ng (1974) and Giattino and ~ogan (1975), however, 
reported questions occurred second most frequently after other types 
of remarks in parental verbalizations to normal children. In this inves-
~igation, questions occurred most frequently for both groups (Table VII). 
This difference may be explained partially by the fact that the authors 
of each inves~igation counted and analyzed different types of remarks. 
As no percentages were provided by Ling and Ling or Giattino and Hogan, 
no further comparison can be made. 
The second area analyzed was maternal us.age of commands. Mothers 
·in the experimenta~ group used 15.90 percent of utterances as commands, 
rank~ng it as the third most frequent type of remark used; control group 
mothers used 7.80 percent of remarks as commands, rank~ng it as the 
fourth most frequently used. This observation approaches s.ignificance 
and tends to support Marshall, ~egrenes and Goldstein's (1973). general 
f ind~ng that mothers of retarded children manded more frequently than 
mothers of normal children. This findi.ng must: be interpreted with caution 
however, as data varies considerably between the two studies. Marshall, 
I 
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TABLE VII 
R,ANK.OlIDER OF FREQUENCY OF REMARKS 
Experimental.Group Rank ·Control Group Percent Rank Type of Remark Percent Type of Remark 
1 Questions 38.80 1 Questions 34.60 
2 other 23.00 2 Parallel Talk 20.40 
3 Commands.·. 15.90 3 Other 20.40 
4 Parallel Talk 10..-20 4 Commands 7.80 
5 Labels 6.00 5 Echoics 5.10 
6 EChoics 2.70 6 Labels 4.90 
7 Expansions 1. 70 7 Self Talk 4.00 
8 Self Talk 1.60 8 Expansions 2.70 
~eg~enes and Goldstein found that mothers of nonretarded children used 
. 50 percent ·of utterances as mands (defined as commands and questions by 
the authors) and mothers of retarded children used 61 percent of utter-
ances as mands. · These f.igures are. greater than f.igures reported in this 
study; in contrast, this inves~igation reports 42.50 percent of utter-
ances were categorized as commands and questions for mothers of normal 
children and 54.70 percent for mothers of l~nguage delayed children. 
Results do not appear to be consistent with findi.ngs by Terdal, Jackson 
~nd Garner (1976) who report 39 percent of maternal remarks to retarded 
children with a mental age of 4 years, 0 months to be commands. This 
contrasts to findi.ngs of a h:igher rate of commandi.ng in this investi-
gation of 54;70 percent for mothers of l~g~age delayed children· with a 
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mean la.ng~age .age· of 4 .years,. 3 months~ Differences in findi_ngs may .be 
explained ~gain by the fact that different ca~egories were measured, 
thereby·affect~ng total percen~ages; other authors included mentally 
retarded children in their.studies, as opposed to a l~n9U:age delayed 
sample in this population. 
No s.ignificant difference between the two groups was found in the 
third area analyzed, expansions. EXpansions ranked seventh in order 
of u~age for the experim~nta~ group and ~ighth for the control group. 
This find~ng tends to support results.of L~ng and Li?g (1974) and Giattino 
and ~ogan (1975) who.noted rare incidence of expansions in parent child 
interactions. · It also· supports findi.ngs by Reichle, ID_nghurst and Step-
anich (1976) who reported no difference between.mothers of two and three 
year olds in us.age of expansions. It does not support findi_ngs by Brown 
and Bell.ugi ( 1964) who characterized maternal utterances to three year 
olds as a cycle of expansions and reductions. This may be explained by 
the fact that Brown and Bell_ugi' s inves1=:igative sample included only one 
three year old whose la_ng~age skills.were considered advanced for his ~ge. 
The fourth·ca~egory analyzed was echoic remarks. Mothers compris-
ing the experimental group used a mean of. 2.70 percent of remarks as 
echoics, for a rank of six; control group mothers used a mean of 5.10 
percent of remarks as echoics, ranki_ng fifth. These results, alth~ugh 
not statistically different, parallel Seitz and Stewart's (1975) findi_ngs 
with maternal remarks to _normal ·children, that as chronol.~gica.l .age in-
crease, echoic remarks decrease; The experimenta~ group in this study 
was chronol.ogically older than the control. group.· Reichle, Longhurst 
and Stepanich "(1976) however,· reported no differences on rate of echoics 
between mothers of normal two and three year old children. 
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The fifth cat.egqry an~lyzed . consisted of . remarks considered labels .. 
No s.j.gnif icant difference ·was found between t.he groups. Experimental 
mothers used 6 percent of utterances as labels, ranking fifth. Control 
group mothers used 4. 90 ·percent of utterances as labels, ranki.ng sixth. 
No difference was found, nor did this .findi.ng substantiate or contradict 
any +iterature reported. 
The sixth cat.egory· analyzed included "other" .remarks that could 
not be ca~egorized in any of the other areas. These remark~ generally 
included both positive and 11:egative remarks, such as "Um-hum", "Okay'', 
''Oh boyn, "MY: ·goodness",· "Oh-oh", "You didn 1.t", etc. Experimental 
group mothers used these types of remarks second most frequently, for 
a mean of 23 percent. Control group mothers used these remarks third 
m0st frequently, for a mean of 20.40 percent. ·No statistical difference 
was found, nor did these findi.ngs support or contradict any findi.ngs · in 
the literature. 
The seventh ca~egory analyzed was parallel talk. Experimental group 
mothers used a mean of 10.20 percent of utterances as parallel talk, 
ranki.ng it as the fourth most frequently used type of remark. Control 
gr0up mothers used parallel talk twice as often, for a mean of 20.40 
percent, ranking it as the second most frequently used type of remark • 
.Alth~ugh no reports in the literature discuss differences in the use of 
parallel talk between parents of normal and la~gu~ge delayed children, 
these findi.ngs found s.ignif icance in this study. Mothers. c;>f normal 
l~gu.age developi.ng children used s.ignificantly more parallel talk than 
mothers of l~ngu~ge delayed children. These children also were chrono-
·~ogically yoll:llger than·the·1Cl?~age delayed children~ 
The last area analyzed was self talk. Experimenta~ group mothers 
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used a mean of 1.60.percent of utterances as self talk, ranki~g it as 
the least' frequently used type of remark. Control. group mothers used 
self talk more than twice as frequently, for a mean of 4.00 percent, 
ranki.ng it as the seventh most frequently used type of remark. .Again, 
no reports in the literature discuss differences in the use of maternal 
self talk to normal children or l~nguage delayed children. These results 
do indicate that a difference exists between maternal use of self talk 
to normal l~nguage develop~ng children and lB:Ilg~age delayed children, and 
possibly between younger and older children. Alt:ho.ugh these results are 
statistically s.ignificant, this findi~g must be interpreted with caution; 
self talk comprised only 4 percent of maternal utterances in the control 
group. In l.ight of the small number and percen"t:age of self talk used, 
and the ~igh standard deviation {Table <.Iy .. ), clinical s_ignificance must 
be interpreted with caution. 
The last two.cat:egories, parallel talk and self talk, were included 
in this inves~igation because, although many textbooks for sp~ech-lan-
~age pathol.ogy students describe and encour.age us.age of these particular 
techniques, no studies were found by this investigator either comparing 
us.age by parents of normal and l~nguage delayed children, or rate of 
natural occurrence amo_ng parents to lB:Ilguage learni.ng children. It was 
believed by this invest:igator that if a' significant us.age difference 
was demonstrated in these, or any of the other cat:egories invest~gated, 
a scientific basis for parent education and clinical remediation could be 
established. If parents of normal l~ng~age develop~ng children speak 
differently to their yo~g children, as has been demonstrated by a 
~igher percent:age of parallel talk and self talk in this invest:igation, 
perhaps teach~ng parents efficient u~age of these techniques will facil-
I 
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itate language growth in children and demonstrate itself to be a tool 
used in remediation. 
Though not evaluated in this study, this researcher gained the im-
pression that mothers generally either enjoyed verbal interaction and 
playing with their children or they did not. This apparent enjoyment was 
of ten indicated by use of parallel talk and self talk while engaged in 
parallel play, and was ·often signaled to this investigator by maternal 
role playing, voice changes, and other indications of verbal responsive-
ness. Additionally, although no child in either the experimental or 
·control group provided all the information requested by the mother, 
mothers who seemed to enjoy interaction refrained from negative feedback 
for not being provided with correct answers. No mother who seemed to 
enjoy these interactions was noted to have engaged in the constraining 
type of questions discussed earlier in this chapter. 
On the other hand, mothers who did not appear to enjoy verbal 
interaction with their children were observed either not to speak to 
their child, or to command more and/or ask questions with a constraining 
quality. Remarks categorized as parallel talk and self talk were noted 
to be .more infrequent. Additionally, no sense of parallel play in the 
interaction was noted by this investigator. For the language delayed 
group, this observation may be considered a signal that parents are 
experiencing some sort of frustration or unce.rtainty regarding their 
child's language abilities, which may have resulted in either withdrawal 
from verbal interaction, or as suggested by Seitz and Marcus (1976), a 
higher rate of inefficient commanding and intrusiveness. 
Again, although not evaluated in this study, this investigator 
gained the impression th~t perhaps the types of remarks mothers made to 
their children, especially use of parallel talk and self talk, could be 
viewed as an instinctive response mothers make to their children. Use 
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of maternal parallel talk and self talk were generally effective in 
engaging verbal interaction with the child. Perhaps this is an example 
of the feedback referred to by Marshall, Hegrenes and Goldstein (1973), 
Seitz and Stewart (1975), Seitz and Marcus (1976), Terdal, Jackson and 
Garner (1976) and Cunningham and Reuler (unpublished, 1977). These 
authors have noted differences between parents of normal and delayed 
children. This clear separ~tion of groups was not apparent in this 
investigation although a separation appeared to emerge between mothers 
who seemed to enjoy interaction with their child and those who did not. 
Perhaps the difference between the previous investigations discussing 
feedback and this investigation is a by-product of socio-economic lim-
itations and the limitations this may have on time mothers spend inter-
acting with their child on a daily basis. All families in this study 
reported gross incomes at or below the poverty level. Several mothers 
in the experimental group who appeared to enjoy verbal interactions with 
their child remarked after the interaction that they wished they had more 
time to do this sort of thing. Although most of these parents who ap-
peared to enjoy interactions presented their child with good language 
models and seemingly adequate stimulation at the time of their inter-
action, their children were considered language delayed. It may be 
interesting to note that no mother in the control group made that comment 
to this investigator. 
A significant difference was found between mothers of normal 
language developing children and language delayed 
parallel talk and self talk. 
usage of 
language 
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skills used these techniques". at a s.ignifican~ly h:igher .percen"t:age than 
mothers of lel:n~age de~ayed'.children •. Perhaps results of this study 
indicate ·that teach~ng parents these techniques, especially parallel 
talk, could be an effective remediation tool for you_ng l~ngu~ge delayed 
children. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to analyze and compare the language 
used py mothers of language delayed children with the language used by 
mothers of children with normally developing language· skills when talk-
ing with their respective offspring. This investigation compared mater-
nal remarks to language delayed off spring and maternal remarks to normal 
language developing off spring in an attempt to determine if and where 
differences occurred. The following questions were asked: 
1) Do mothers of languag~ delayed children present their children 
with a significantly different percentage of verbal constraint~ (commands 
and questions) than do mothers of normal language developing children in 
a play situation? 
2) Do mothers of language delayed children present their children 
with an equal number of utterances as mothers of normal language devel-
oping children in a play situation? 
3) Is the maternal mean length of response equal? 
4) Do mothers of language delayed children present their children 
with a significantly different percentage of types of remarks than 
mothers of normal language developing children? 
Mothers of twenty pre-school children were chosen from Washington 
County Head Start (Oregon) to serve as subjects. The subjects were 
divided into two groups on the basis of language skill level of their 
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children. The control group was composed of ten mothers whose off spring 
demonstrated language skills at age level according to the Utah Test of 
Language Development (Mecham, Jex and Jones, 1967). The experimental 
group consisted of ten mothers whose off spring demonstrated a minimum of 
six months delay in language skills between· 2 years, 6 months and 3 years, 
6 months. The mean chronological age for offspring in the control group 
was 3 years, 0 months; mean age for offspring in the ~xperimental group 
was 4 years, 3 months. All offspring were matched for language age 
equivalency. All families reported incomes at or below the poverty 
level most recently established by the federal government. 
Maternal usage of verbal constraints (connnands and questions), 
number of responses, mean length of response, echoics, expansions, 
labels, parallel talk, self talk, and other remarks were compared, using 
two-tailed t-tests for independent means. The results indicate a statis-
tically_ significant difference exists between the two groups at the 0.05 
level of probability for parallel talk and self talk. Mothers of normal 
language developing children used a significantly higher percentage of 
parallel talk and self talk than mothers of language delayed children. 
No other statistically significant differences were found. 
In examining the data resulting from this study, it was concluded: 
1) There was no statistically significant difference in percentage 
of verbal constraints u~ed by mothers of language delayed and normal 
I language developing children. 
' 
I 2) There was no statistical~y significant difference in total 
I number of responses in a ten minute period. 
I 3) There was no statistical difference in mean length of response. 
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. 4) . J'-1othe;r:s ·of .. normal la_n9U:a.ge developi.ng . children used a 
s_ignif icantly ·h:i.gher perceri't:age 'Of parallel ·talk . and self talk than 
mothers of l~~age delayed children. 
Perhaps results of this study indicate that.teachi?g parents paral-
lel talk.and self talk could be an effective remediation tool for YOtJ?9 
lB?g~age ·delayed children. 
IMPLICATIONS 
Clinical 
one of the most important elinical implications for the speech-
l~g~age pathol.ogist a:risi.ng from ·this study is: If parent traini.ng is 
utilized as a remediation tool for·the yoll?g la_n9U:age delayed child, 
teach~ng the mother effective use of parallel talk and perhaps self talk 
techniques may have an _important· effect upon the development of la.ng~age 
skills of the child. Teachi_ng these particular techniques may have more 
·effect on l~n~age skills of the yoll?g child than any of the other 
. techniques compared. 
Additionally, teach~ng.mothers to ~ommand less may have an effect 
on children's la_n~age skills. Certainly, the techniques known as 
parallel talk and self talk cannot be utilized as directives or commands. 
Rese~ch 
The small number of subjects in this study limits the extent to 
whic~.genera~izations can be made based on these results. In this study, 
mothers of la_ng~ag~ delayed children demonstrated a few significant 
differences in the types of .remarks made to.their pre-school offspr~ng. 
Primarily, mothers of l~g~age delayed children demons~rated a s_ignifi-
cantly smaller percen~age of parallel and self tal~ type remarks than 
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mothers of normal ·1a.n9'll:age .developi_ng .children" .Further research with 
l~rger numbers of sUbjects is needed.to examine and substantiate these·~ 
findi_ngs" · 
Additionally~ the nature of questions.(constrain~~g vs. non-
constraini_ng) and commands could 'be examined to determine if there is a 
difference in truly constraini_ng remarks. · 
· This invest_igation compared maternal mean le.ngth of response as 
prescribed ·by Johnson 7 Darley and Spriesterbach (1963) ·(Appendix F) 
between the two groups.. ·It would be of interest to compare mean le_ngth 
0f utterance· as prescribed by Brown (1973), who counted morphol_ogical 
units rather than words •. This comp~rison·may provide some different 
information·about maternal lel?gu~ge models that mean.le?gth of· utterance 
-may not. 
It would·also be interest~ng to inves~igate the types of maternal 
remarks made to normal and la~~age delayed children across socio-econo-
mic lines. Would differences eme.rge ·if mothers in various socio-economic 
groups interact with children in another socio-economic group? Would 
ditferences em~rge if mothers of normal children interacted with l~n9ll:age 
delayed children within and/or across socio-economic levels? 
In addition, the effects of clinical intervention with mothers 
and children would be of interest. Would teach~ng only parailel talk 
and self talk techniques to mothers effect a s_igni·ficant change in yoll?g 
children's l~g~age ·skills? Or would teachi_ng ·these techniques in con-
junction with direct clinical intervention with the child effect a great-
er or faster ch~nge? 
The results of these studies may have an important impact on both 
direct clinical intervention with the yoU?g la_n~age delayed child and 
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parent education stra~egies. 
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APPENDIX A 
LANGUAGE AGE, CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, AND SEX 
OF MATCHED OFFSPRING 
Matched Off spr~ng L.A. C.A. 
Experimental 1 2-6 4-3 
Control 1 2-6 2-7 
Experi~ental 2. 2-7 3-9 
Control 2 2-7. 2-7 
Experimental 3 2-9 4-6 
Control 3 2-10 2-10 
Experimental 4 2-10 3-4 
Control 4 2-10 2-10 
Experimental 5 2-11 4-0 
Control 5 2-11 3-0 
Experimental 6 3-1. 4-3 
Control 6 3-1 3-1 
Experimental 7 3-3 4-8 
Control 7 · 3-1' 3-1 
Experime11tal 8 3-5 4-8 
Control 8 3-4 3-3 
Experimental 9 3-6 4-0 
Control 9 3-6 3-7 
Experimental 10 3-6 4-11 
Control 10 3-6 3-7 
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Sex 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F. 
M 
F 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
M 
F 
F 
M 
I 
1. 
• 
APPENDIX B 
"ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN, 'YOpTH AND FAMILY ~OTICE 
. FAMILY .INCOME GUIDELINES FOR ·1978 
1978 . FAMJ:LY ··;r:NCOME . GUIDELINES FOR ALL STATES 
EXCEPT ALASKA AND HAWAII · 
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Size of family unit Nonfann family Farm family 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
.$3, 140 
4,160 
5,180 
6,200 
7,220 
8,240 
$2~690 
~, 3,550 
4,410 
5,270 
6,130 
6,990 
For family units with more than 6 members, add $1,020 for each additional 
member in a nonfarm·family and ·$860 for each additional member in a farm 
family. 
(2/17/78) 
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APPENDIX C 
MODIFICATION OF 
PARENT~CHILD INTERACTION SCORESHEET 
~gu~ge ~ge Equivalent=--~~-·-·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·~-
Chronol_ogical :Age=--------------
Questions: 
Commands: 
Echoics: 
Expansions: 
Label: 
Parallel Talk: 
Self Talk: 
Other: 
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APPENDIX D 
TRANSCRIPT OF INFORMATION GIVEN TO PARENTS 
Initial Telephone Contact 
Hello, (name of mother) This is Vanessa Bunker from 
Head Start. I am in the process of conducting a study on speech and 
language skills of children and what mothers say to children of differ-
ent ages. I understand you have a ~~~ year old. 
Would you be interested in participating in my study? I would 
need to have you spend fifteen minutes in a room at Head Start playing and 
talking with him/her just as you would at home. You will be in a room 
alone and I will tape record everything you and your child say, and then 
compare it with other mothers and children later. I will also give 
(name of child) a free hearing check and another quick test to see how 
his/her language skills are coming along. All together, it should take 
about 30-45 minutes. 
Instructions Given at Time of Research 
I want you and (name of child) to play and talk just as you would 
at home for fifteen minutes. There are toys in here and you can use them 
or not use them--whatever you would like. I'll come back in again in 
fifteen minutes. The only requirement is that you stay in this room 
until I come back. (All questions were answered with: "Do what makes 
you feel comfortable", or "Let's talk about that afterwards." 
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APPEND!X E 
GUIDELINES.FOR.COUNTING NUMBER OF.UTTERANCES 
1) Misarticulations and/or mispronounciations will not be 
penalized. 
2) Nonfluencies,. grammatical refo:anulations, .and repetitions 
resul ti.ng from word. findi.ng problems will be transcrib.ed, but counted as 
one utterance. 
The followi.ng were each· counted ·as one .utterance: 
a) He _(gave.· •.• gave ••.• gave it to). gave it to the ~og. 
b} (Where's the·.· •. where's the) what's he do.i?g? 
c) He went (to see)" t~ get the ball. 
·d) (He saw ••• he saw ••• ) what's that thi?g called? 
3) An utterance need not b~ granunatically correct or complete to 
be.counted; .it need only· have a subject and a verb. 
The follow~ng were each counted as one utterance: 
a) He ain't· in the car no more. 
b) The boys is comi?g. 
c) D_o_ggie ea ti_ng. 
4) Interjections and/or s~ngle words will be counted as indepen-
dent utterances if uttered as such. · 
The fol·lowi.ng words were included in this cat.egory: yes I no I okay I 
oh-oh, bye-bye, ~ight-n~ght, hey, sh, oops, wow, 0w, and oh. 
They will be counted as part of the utterance if uttered as such. 
Examples of this include: 
a) Okay, I'll h~ry. 
b} Time to go ~ight-n~ght. 
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6) A maximum ·of one '!and" conjunct~on is allowed per utterance 
when the conjunction separates two independent.clauses not separated.by 
a vocal pause. 
· The followi_ng were each counted as one utterance: 
a) There goes the car and 1t's go~ng fast. 
b) (And) it's goi_ng to crash and the man_ got scared. 
c) (And) screamed-"Help!" and "Stop- the car!". 
7) · Unintell~gible'utterances will be excluded. 
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APPENDIX F 
GUIDELINES FOR COUNTING MEAN LENGTH OF RESPONSES 
(taken from: Johnson, W., Darley, F.L. and Spriesterbach, D.C., 
Diagnostic Methods in Speech Pathology, New York: 
Harper and .Row (1963).) 
1. Contractions of the subject and predicate like "let's" and 
"you're" are counted as two words. 
2. Contractions of the verb and the negative like "can't" are 
counted as one word. 
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3. Hyphenated words and compound nouns, particularly proper nouns 
that are not hyphenated but function as single words and as names of 
single objects, are counted as single words. Examples: "merry-go-round", 
"Mother Goose", "Betty Lou". 
4. Each part of a verbal combination is counted as a separate 
word. Example: "Have been playing" would be counted as three words. 
5. "Lookit'' is counted as one word if it occurs alone and functions 
simply as "look"; if followed by an object it is counted as the two 
words "look at". 
6. Each of the following is to be counted as one word: oh boy, my 
gosh, darn it, doggone it, all right, maybe, giddy-up, someone, light-
house, birdhouse, high school, ain't. 
7. Each of the following is to be counted as two words: oh yes, 
oh no, oh gee, ·on to, Christmas tree, kinda, oughta, hafta. 
8. Since repetitions can add substantially to the length of the 
uttered response, they should be excluded according to the following 
rules: 
a) Word repetition. When the same word is repeated several 
times consecutively it should be counted only once: "He (he he) 
went home." "The boy ran (ran) he ran away." The words in 
parenthesis should not be counted. 
b) Phrase repetition. When a phrase is repeated it should be 
counted only once: "He was (he was) hurt." "And he hit (and he 
hit) him." You would not count the words in parenthesis. However, 
if at least one different word is added when a phrase is ,repeated, 
all the words in the repetition should be included in the total 
coui:it: "And he hit-and he spanked him." "They were going, they 
were having fun." Word repetition within a phrase repetition does 
not nullify a phrase repetition; "And he's (he's he's.:.-and he's 
home." The words in parenthesis should not be counted. Contrac-
tions should be separated for purposes of this analysis and not be 
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cons.ide;red to nullify a :irepetition: "He's eati:ng·, (he is eati.ng) 
the mouse." The words in parenthesis should not be counted. This 
procedure should be followed for word repetition also. 
c) · Repetition~ not excluded. When a child repeats a word for 
enumerative purposes and for starting a new tho.ught' unit, he should 
not be penalized for repe~ition. "That's a bear there, that's a 
bear there, that's.a bear there." "I think that that is a bear." 
"That's what they are, they're bears." Both "that" and "they're" 
are to be judged as part of a new subordinate or independent clause 
and are to be counted. Where it cannot be determined whether a 
repetition is used for emphasis or constitutes a disfluency, the 
repetition should be excluded. 
9. Words not completed by the individual should be recorded as 
th~ugh they were completed. Examples: "I thi (think)--I know he's 
goi.ng home." It is especially important to follow this procedure with 
r_egard to the analysis of repetition. In many instances a child repeats 
phrases but does not complete words within the phrase. Example: "(I 
thi--(think) he)-I think he went home." This sentence should be judged 
to include a phrase repetition, since it could hardly be interpreted 
as "I he, I think he went home." The words in parenthesis would, there-
fore, not be counted in determini?g the number of words in the speech 
sample. 
10. Noises should be counted only when they are consider~d to be 
an integral part of the sentence. "Ahhh grrr, the lion is eating the 
monkey," "The l.:j..on is goi_ng to grrr the monkey. " In the first sentence 
the "Ahhh grrr" can be considered \inessential and should be excluded as 
not indicative of the child's linguistic maturity. In the second in-
stance the "grrr" takes ·the part of the verb and should be included. 
11. Interjections not considered dictionary items and functioni?g 
soleJ,.y to connect words or phrases should not be counted: "er," "um," 
etc. However, like utterances which serve as words should be counted: 
"Uh-huh," "hmmmm"--the first of these serves as a substitute for the 
af·firmative word "yes" and the second as the Il:egative word "no". 
12. All colloquialisms and neologisms should be counted: "wham," 
"whoops," "yike," "ya," "yippee," 11 teensy-weensy," "naw," "yeah," etc. 
